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A B S T R A C T

This paper explores the aspects related to the energy consumption for the compaction of unreinforced and fibre
reinforced samples fabricated in the laboratory. It is well known that, for a fixed soil density, the addition of
fibres invariably results in an increased resistance to compaction. However, similar peak strength properties of a
dense unreinforced sample can be obtained using looser granular soil matrices mixed with small quantities of
fibres. Based on both experimental and discrete element modelling (DEM) procedures, this paper demonstrates
that less compaction energy is required for building loose fibre reinforced sand samples than for denser un-
reinforced sand samples while both samples show similar peak strength properties. Beyond corroborating the
macro-scale experimental observations, the result of the DEM analyses provides an insight into the local micro-
scale mechanisms governing the fibre-grain interaction. These assessments focus on the evolution of the void
ratio distribution, re-arrangement of soil particles, mobilisation of stresses in the fibres, and the evolution of the
fibre orientation distribution during the stages of compaction.

1. Introduction

Laboratory characterisation of the behaviour of fibre reinforced
sand requires fabrication of small scale samples for element testing. The
sample fabrication invariably includes a succession of several stages
like soil-fibre mixing, deposition and compaction. Application of the
use of short flexible and discrete fibres for the construction of real scale
geotechnical systems will equally include mixing, deposition and
compaction, but the procedure will certainly be more challenging due
to the large volumes of material involved.

Mixing sand and fibres for laboratory element testing purposes is
not a complex process, nor does it require highly technical skills. The
amount of sand is relatively small and so is the fibre content, normally
up to 1% by mass of dry soil. Fibres are added progressively to the sand
which is in a moist condition and all the mixture is manually blended
with the help of a little spoon until by visual inspection the operator is
satisfied that the composite presents a uniform appearance. The for-
mation of fibre reinforced sand samples commonly used in laboratory
studies follows the so called moist tamping fabrication technique (Ladd,

1978). Although subjected to some criticism (Vaid et al., 1999;
Eliadorani and Vaid, 2003; Frost and Park, 2003), this fabrication
method, in the case of fibre reinforced sands, has the main advantage of
preventing the segregation of fibres, while eventually producing a soil-
fibre fabric which may resemble that of man-made compacted re-
inforced soils in the field.

The question of whether this soil-reinforcement technique aimed at
increasing the strength and stability of sandy soils is reasonably more
cost-effective than other methods that are currently being used in
practice (for example, densification of granular soils by compaction)
has never been investigated. As an initial attempt to assess the cost-
effectiveness of the fibre reinforcement technique, this paper seeks to
provide a fundamental analysis and quantitative estimation of the en-
ergy required for the compaction phase of samples formed in labora-
tory. A numerical assessment of the sample formation process based on
Discrete Element Modelling (DEM) is also conducted to provide insight
into the interaction mechanisms at the fibre and grain scale.
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2. Motivation

Standard laboratory compaction tests on fibre-reinforced sands in-
dicate that fibre reinforcement provides resistance to compaction
causing, for a given compaction energy, a less dense packing compared
with unreinforced sand (Hoare, 1979; Murray et al., 2000; Ibraim and
Fourmont, 2007). The maximum dry density of the reinforced sand also
decreases with increasing fibre content. Although these observations
may question the ability of the fibre-reinforcement technique to provide
a cost-effective alternative to soil densification if, for example, the
matrix density of the reinforced soil is to be preserved, the design
process of fibre-reinforced soils may consider alternative approaches,
such as using less sand material (loose state) reinforced with fibres that
would provide strength properties like that of an unreinforced dense
sand. Therefore, the assessment of cost-effectiveness should focus on
the comparison between the compaction energy required for the for-
mation of dense unreinforced sand and the compaction energy for the
formation of less dense fibre-reinforced soils, providing that the me-
chanical characteristics of the latter are better than or at least similar to
the former.

Fig. 1a shows the direct shear test results of three unreinforced sand
samples (Hostun RF sand, Flavigny et al., 1990) of three void ratios, e
(ratio between volume of voids and volume of solids) of 0.83, 0.94, 1.01
sheared under a normal stress of 208.5 kPa (Ibraim and Fourmont,
2007). Fig. 1a presents the variation of both the shear stress and vertical
displacement (vy) with the horizontal displacement (vx) and reveals
typical responses for a medium-dense, loose and very loose sand ma-
terial. Fig. 1b shows similar direct shear test responses, but this time the
loose and very loose sand samples are reinforced with polypropylene
fibres (Loksand™) 0.3% and 0.5% fibre contents (wf) by mass of dry
sand, respectively. While the volumetric responses of the samples pre-
sented in Fig. 1b reflect the differences in the sample densities, with
higher dilation for the dense unreinforced sample, the particularity here
is that all samples present a similar peak shear stress response, around
150 kPa. If the densification process of the unreinforced medium-dense

sand sample requires compaction energy, how does this compaction
energy compare with the energy required to construct the fibre re-
inforced samples? An experimental procedure was devised to assess the
compaction energy for these unreinforced and fibre-reinforced sample
types. Parallel DEM simulations of analogue systems were equally
conducted.

3. Experimental set up

The moist tamping fabrication method consists of compacting a wet
soil by applying a monotonic load to successive layers of pre-definite
height in a rigid mould using a light tamper (Ladd, 1978). The area of
the tamper represents a fraction of the total cross-sectional area of the
sample and, therefore, the compaction of a layer involves sequential
horizontal re-positioning of the tamper once the soil underneath is
vertically compressed. The tamper is attached to a rod and the verti-
cality of the rod is assured by a guiding linear bearing system rigidly
attached to a horizontal plate. The plate could be either supported by
the sample's mould or by any other external prop, which in our set up
consists of a transparent plexi-cylinder as shown in Fig. 3a. The com-
paction process does not use any mechanical loading system other than
that provided by the human force. While the density of the sample is
initially fixed, its control is performed by choosing the right amount of
dry soil required for each successive layer and by ensuring that the soil
is fully compacted within the desired layer volume.

The assessment of the compaction energy employed for the forma-
tion of each layer and for the whole sample requires the measurement
of both compaction forces applied in each tamping effort and the cor-
responding vertical travel of the tamper. While the former measure-
ment is provided by a load cell located between the tamping rod and
the tamper, which eliminates the effects of parasitic rod friction of the
rod/guiding bearing system, the latter is measured using a Linear
Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) sensor attached to the re-
ference collar as shown in Fig. 2a. The maximum capacity of the load
cell is 5 kN and the measurement range of the LVDT is± 20mm. A
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Fig. 1. Direct shear test results: (a) unreinforced samples and (b) one unreinforced and two reinforced samples.
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general picture of the experimental set up system is shown in Fig. 2b.
The fabrication of the unreinforced sample (ES08F0) and reinforced

samples (ES09F03 and ES10F05) followed the same operations as those
employed for the fabrication of the samples tested in the direct shear
box by Ibraim and Fourmont (2007) and shown in Fig. 1b. In the name
of the samples, ES designates ‘Experimental Sample’, 08, 09 and 10
indicate target void ratios of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 respectively, while F0, F03
and F05 label the amount of fibres, wf, of 0%, 0.3% and 0.5% (by dry
mass of sand), respectively. The same sand, Hostun RF, and same fibre
type, Loksand™, have been used. Hostun RF is a standard European
material for laboratory testing), has a silica content SiO2> 98%
(Flavigny et al., 1990), and the particle shape is angular to sub-angular.
The sand characteristics are listed in Table 1. Locksand™ are flexible
polypropylene crimped fibres (Diambra et al., 2010, 2011; Ibraim et al.,
2010; Diambra and Ibraim, 2014), their characteristics are also given in
Table 1. The void ratio refers only to intergranular void ratio; the fibres,
air and water are considered parts of the voids. For each generic sample
density, seven identical samples have been fabricated and their
averages of various compaction parameters were used for comparison
purposes. As in the original direct shear experimental set up, all the
samples have been fabricated in the same direct shear box with a vo-
lume of 100× 100×45mm3. The sand/fibre mixing stage for all
samples used approximately 10% of water by dry mass of sand. The
sample formation included three layers of different heights, from
bottom to top: 7.7mm, 20mm and 11.5 mm for unreinforced medium

dense soil and 7.7 mm, 20mm and 10mm for fibre reinforced loose and
very loose samples. For a typical layer, the corresponding amount of
soil (with or without fibres) was carefully deposited into the box to
ensure a zero-drop height and subsequently compacted to the target
density using the tamping set up described above. The horizontal print
area of the compaction square tamper plate was 50× 50mm2.

4. Numerical model

Insight into the mechanics of the 3D tamping sample formation has
been gained through the Non-Smooth Contact Dynamic (NSCD) method
(Jean and Moreau, 1992; Moreau, 1994). This model is a discrete ele-
ment method (DEM) which simulates multi-bodies with multi-contacts

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic and (b) general view of the tamping system.

Fig. 3. Views of a 3D DEM numerically formed sample: first layer (left) and the fibre network (right).

Table 1
Material characteristics in experiment and DEM.

Material characteristics Experiment DEM

Sand mean grain size, D50 (mm) 0.32 3.2
Coefficient of uniformity, Cu=D60/D10Cu 1.62 1.22
Coefficient of gradation, Cg=(D30)2/(D60 D10) 1.0 1.0
Sand specific gravity, Gs 2.65 2.65
Fibre length, lf (mm) 3.5 35
Fibre diameter, df (mm) 0.1 1.0
Fibre specific gravity, Gf 0.91 0.91
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interactions. The Non Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) is based on
implicit time integration approach, non-smooth formulation of mutual
exclusion between particles and dry particle contact friction (Dubois
and Jean, 2003; Cambou et al., 2010). The method is implemented in
the LMGC90 software (Dubois and Jean, 2003). The granular material
is modelled by rigid spheres the interaction of which is modelled by
shock law. The algorithm solves the equations of motion of the rigid
particles interacting through unilateral contacts. The normal and fric-
tional interparticle forces are jointly implemented in NSCD as in
Camenen et al. (2012), Camenen et al. (2013) and Camenen and
Descantes (2017) with normal and tangential restitution coefficients as
well as sliding friction coefficient. At each time step, both the kinematic
constraints of all particles in the system and the equations of motion are
simultaneously considered to determine the particle velocities and
contact forces. An iterative process using a non-linear Gauss-Seidel like
method is employed.

The granular matrix in the DEM simulations replicates approxi-
mately the particle size distribution of the Hostun RF sand used in the
experimental investigation (see Table 1) but with the mean particle size
multiplied by 10 to conveniently reduce the number of particles in the
numerical calculations. A scale of 10 was also adopted for the modelling
of the fibre dimensions (as shown in Table 1) to respect the experi-
mental fibre to grain size ratio which has a major influence on the fibre-
soil interaction (e.g. Gray and Ohashi, 1983; Diambra and Ibraim,
2015; Muir Wood et al., 2016). The fibres are flexible and were mod-
elled as a collection of equidistant rigid spheres (specific gravity of
0.91) connected by unilateral wire elements as previously used for the
modelling of flexible fibres and implemented in LMGC90 code by Laniel
et al. (2008). For a pair of fibre particles, the wire contact law refers to
the normal direction at the particle contact and only contact forces are
transmitted, the effect being similar as a hinge connection type as
proposed by Ibraim et al. (2006) and Maeda and Ibraim (2008). The
tensile strength of the rigid wire was chosen based on tensile tests on
real fibres conducted by Diambra et al. (2010) and this value (Table 2)
showed to be sufficiently high to avoid fibre breakages (no fibre
breakages were detected in the experiments either).

The mixing of real granular soil and fibres takes place in wet con-
ditions as explained in the experimental investigation. The amount of
water, 10% by mass of dry granular material, therefore creates inter-
particle water menisci inducing particle bonds from capillary effects.
The attractive capillary forces are introduced for all the particles in
contact according to a pendular regime of distributed menisci (Mitarai
and Nori, 2006). For the range of the particle sizes employed in this
study, a single capillary force, Fc, which follows a square fit law is in-
troduced as previously proposed by Saint-Cyr et al. (2013). The capil-
lary force is fully active over a limit distance, dc, between the surfaces
of the particles joined by the liquid meniscus and becomes negligible
beyond this limit. The total inter-particle normal force, RN, combines
the mutual exclusion force, FN, and the capillary force, Fc. This law was
successfully tested and implemented in NSCD by Saint-Cyr et al. (2013),
while the values of dc and Fc were assessed according to the relation-
ships defined by Soulié et al. (2006) in a study related to cohesion in

sand media. The input parameters for the 3D DEM simulations are listed
in Table 2. The inter-particle friction coefficient was selected based on
published work by Rowe (1962), Horn and Deere (1962), Cavarretta
et al. (2011) and Senetakis et al. (2013). The values of the steel wall-
particle and particle-fibre frictional coefficients are based on Lings and
Dietz (2005) and Michalowski and Čermák (2003). The interaction
between the wall and the fibres is very limited and in the absence of
some experimental evidence, the wall-fibre friction coefficient was
chosen similar as the particle-fibre friction coefficient.

Five granular samples, three unreinforced at void ratios of 0.8, 0.9
and 1.0 and two fibre reinforced, one with a 0.3% of fibre content (by
dry weight of analogue granular material) and 0.9 intergranular void
ratio and one with 0.5% fibre content and 1.0 intergranular void ratio
were numerically generated and analysed. Each sample was formed
under zero gravity conditions in a rigid mould of 64×64mm2 square
area base and comprised three layers of 77mm (bottom), 200mm
(middle) and 100mm (top) thickness. A factor of 10 exists between the
height of the layers in the experiments and DEM simulations, while a
reduced sample cross-sectional area in the numerical model was still
considered representative with a characteristic size around twenty
times the average grain size. The formation of each numerical fibre
reinforced sample was designed to mimic as closely as possible the
experimental procedure described above. For each layer, the fabrication
firstly involved the generation of individual fibres by following a nu-
merical protocol inspired by Laniel et al. (2008) and ensuring a random
fibre orientation distribution. Once the fibres were generated, the
analogue sand particles were placed in the container following a geo-
metrical deposition algorithm developed by Taboada et al. (2005). At
this stage, the sample is only geometrically admissible: there is no ac-
tual contact between particles and the sample is loose. In the next phase
of sample formation, all the material was numerically compacted in a
volume twice the target layer volume under zero gravity. The size of
this volume was suggested by the experimental observations which
showed that the deposited material in the mould occupied a volume
approximately twice the target volume layer. Once this numerical
protocol finalised, the physical compaction of the soil was conducted
following five incremental compaction stages in a velocity-controlled
mode with a constant speed of 0.2 m/s first by using a horizontal rigid
tamper of 32× 32mm2 print area and then by employing a larger
tamper which covered the entire cross-section of the sample. The small
area tamper was applied four times in such a way that each time it
covered one quarter of the horizontal section. After each incremental
compaction stage, the final particle velocities were set to zero, while the
tamper was horizontally repositioned but at the same initial level. A
summary of the numerical samples including their names (NS desig-
nates a ‘numerical sample’), fabrication conditions, number of particles
and fibres is given in Table 3. Fig. 3a presents the appearance of the first
layer for the sample NS09F03 at the end of the tamping process, while
Fig. 3b isolates the fibre network (red spheres).

5. Macro-scale observations

5.1. Compaction forces

The time sequence of the forces and the corresponding verticalTable 2
Input parameters for the 3D discrete element method (DEM) simulations.

Input parameter Value

Inter-particle friction coefficient 0.36
Wall-particle friction coefficient 0.36
Particle-fibre friction coefficient 0.34
Wall-fibre friction coefficient 0.34
Fibre normal particle contact strength 2×108 Pa
Capillary force, Fc 8×10−4 N
Limit distance between particles of capillary force action, dc 0.5 mm
Normal restitution coefficient 0
Tangential restitution coefficient 0

Table 3
List of numerical samples generated in this study.

Test name Void
ratio, e

Fibre content,
wf (%)

Number of granular
particles

Number of
fibres

NS08F0 0.8 0 49 500 0
NS09F0 0.9 0 45 700 0
NS10F0 1.0 0 42 700 0
NS09F03 0.9 0.3 45 700 398
NS10F05 1.0 0.5 42 700 624
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displacement movements of the tamper recorded during the experi-
mental compaction of the middle layer of the unreinforced sand sample
(ES08F0) and for both fibre reinforced sand samples (ES09F03 and
ES10F05) are shown in Fig. 4a. A very good match between the number
of the recorded peak forces like those presented in the figure and the
number of tamps counted during the tamping process signifies that one
recorded peak force corresponds well to an incremental tamping effort.

The displacement recorded by the LVDT includes the movement of the
tamper towards the top of the initially deposited soil and this can be
omitted as no force is recorded over this distance. Frost and Park (2003)
showed that the cumulative compaction effort applied to one layer of
soil (plain sand) can be divided into three stages: initial compaction,
main compaction, and final compaction. Although these stages are not
clearly identifiable from the tests presented here, the compaction of a

Fig. 4. Typical time sequence of the compaction forces and the corresponding vertical displacement movements of the tamper recorded during the compaction of the
middle layer of (a) experimental ES08F0, ES09F03 and ES10F05 samples and (b) numerical NS08F0, NS09F03 and NS10F05 samples.
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layer was complete once the reference collar touched the linear bearing
of the Plexiglas plate and no force was subsequently recorded. Before
the formation of the following soil layer, it was also checked that the
surface of the freshly compacted layer was uniform and levelled. As a
general observation, a higher number of tampers and higher peaks are
recorded for unreinforced sample (ES08F0) compared with fibre re-
inforced ones (ES09F03 and ES10F05), Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b presents the
equivalent time sequences of the forces as well as imposed vertical
displacements during the formation of the middle layer of the numer-
ical samples NS08F0, NS09F03 and NS10F05. In all cases, the reactions
are smaller during the first tamping step, while the magnitude of the
forces appears to increase with the successive subsequent tamping
steps. Once one quarter of the cross-sectional area of the material is
compacted, the subsequent tamping requires higher effort as particles
encounter higher lateral reactions from the previously compacted sec-
tion. Although slightly lower forces are recorded once fibres are used
and with the increase of fibre content, overall the order of magnitude of
the forces for all three samples appears comparable.

5.2. Compaction energy

The compaction energy based on the recorded forces and vertical
displacements for all experimental and numerical unreinforced and
fibre reinforced samples has been calculated for each layer and for the
overall sample formation and the results are presented in Table 4. For

comparison purposes, the compaction work is also normalised by the
target volume of the layer. Table 4 also shows the averaged values of
the energy and normalised energy for all formed experimental samples
by layer and overall. The normalised energy required to compact the
middle layer appears to be the lowest for the reinforced samples
whereas for the unreinforced sand the lowest normalised compaction
energy was recorded for the first bottom layer. However, in all cases,
the normalised averaged energy is higher for the top layer. By esti-
mating the cumulative force applied to each sand layer, Frost and Park
(2003) found that the smallest force was recorded for the second layer
of an undercompacted moist tamped sample, while the highest force
was given by the compaction of the top layer. Comparing the values of
both layer by layer and overall, reinforced sand samples require less
compaction energy and the compaction of the loose fibre reinforced
sample needs the least energy. The total averaged normalised energy
usage for compacting unreinforced soil sample is 21.0 kJ/m3 while for
the fibre reinforced soils with wf=0.3% and wf=0.5%, the normalised
total compaction energy is 17.5 kJ/m3 and 13.6 kJ/m3, respectively.
Fig. 5a shows the total averaged normalised energy usage for all the
sample densities and fibre contents shown with their standard deviation
values.

Concerning the results for the numerically formed samples, with one
exception (densest unreinforced sample), the highest normalised com-
paction energy is recorded for the middle sample layer (Table 4), while
the total normalised energy decreases in a similar way as observed for

Table 4
Compaction energy for all experimental and numerical samples generated in this research.

Sample name Sample No. Energy [mJ] Normalised energy [kJ/m3]

layer Total layer Total

bottom middle top bottom middle top

Experimental investigation
ES08F0 1 1464.8 3273.6 2735.1 7473.5 19.8 17.0 23.8 19.6

2 1123.6 3557.4 3103.0 7783.9 15.2 18.5 27.0 20.4
3 1403.5 3964.9 2139.5 7507.9 18.9 20.6 18.6 19.7
4 1721.0 3685.2 3101.9 8508.1 23.3 19.2 26.9 22.3
5 1665.8 3453.5 2985.1 8104.4 22.5 18.0 25.9 21.3
6 1116.5 4423.8 3342.7 8883.0 15.1 23.0 29.1 23.3
7 893.67 3992.9 2826.7 7713.3 12.1 20.8 24.6 20.2
Average 1175.9 3764.5 2890.6 7996.3 18.1 19.6 25.1 21.0
St. dev. 307.4 390.3 386.3 531.8 4.1 2.0 3.4 1.4

ES09F03 1 1185.3 2925.4 1618.4 5729 16.0 15.2 16.2 15.6
2 1150.4 3519.7 2987.5 7657.6 15.5 18.3 29.9 20.9
3 1309.5 2454.1 2937.4 6700.9 17.7 12.8 29.4 18.3
4 1723.6 2207.8 2365.5 6296.9 23.3 11.5 23.6 17.2
5 1445.8 3223.9 2639.8 7309.5 19.5 16.8 26.4 20.0
6 1230.8 3291.3 2118.9 6640.9 16.6 17.1 21.2 18.1
7 1598.2 3238.7 1646.5 6483.4 21.6 16.9 16.5 17.7
Average 1266 2950 2190 6405 17.12 15.36 21.9 17.5
St. dev. 295.2 436.1 571 788.3 4.0 2.2 5.7 2.1

ES10F05 1 684.76 2230.9 1746.1 4661.7 9.2 11.6 17.5 12.7
2 1159.8 1364.8 1577.7 4102.3 15.6 7.1 15.8 11.2
3 538.91 3149.4 1767.7 5456 7.3 16.4 17.7 14.9
4 1256.9 1529.2 1999 4785.1 17.0 7.9 20.0 13.1
5 1068.1 2452.9 1544.7 5065.7 14.4 12.7 15.4 13.8
6 1424 2069.7 1639.8 5133.4 19.2 10.8 16.4 14.0
7 771.25 3286.8 1639.1 5697.1 10.4 17.1 16.4 15.6
Average 986.2 2298 1702 4986 13.3 12.0 17.0 13.6
St. dev. 326.3 735.4 154.1 529.3 4.4 3.8 1.5 1.4

Numerical DEM investigation

NS08F0 219.9 434.9 167.7 822.6 0.697 0.530 0.356 0.511
NS09F0 64.1 405.4 100.9 570.4 0.203 0.495 0.246 0.369
NS10F0 49.3 310.3 84.2 443.8 0.156 0.378 0.205 0.287
NS09F03 63.8 400.3 115.3 579.4 0.202 0.489 0.282 0.375
NS10F05 55.7 353.4 95.2 504.3 0.176 0.431 0.232 0.326
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the experimental samples (Fig. 5b). For a given sample void ratio, the
total normalised compaction energy is higher for the fibre reinforced
samples, as expected, considering that fibres show resistance to com-
paction, but still much lower than the energy required to obtain a
denser soil.

5.3. Void ratio distribution

Spatial distributions of the mean void ratio of numerical samples
NS08F0, NS09F03 and NS10F05 at the end of formation of each of the
three layers are shown in Fig. 6a, b, and c, respectively. Irrespective of
the value of the fabrication void ratio, the distribution of the void ratio
with the height within each layer varies in a relatively consistent pat-
tern: higher void ratio than the target one at the bottom of the layer,
followed by steady reduction with the height (at some level lower than
the average void ratio) and then a slight reverse trend closer to the top
of the layer, possibly a consequence of the effect of the compaction rigid
boundary as demonstrated by Marketos and Bolton (2010). At the

bottom of the overlying layer the density is lower (high void ratio) as
less compressive force is transmitted to the bottom of the layer located
at a further distance from the tamper, as also observed by Frost and
Park (2003) and Thomson and Wong (2008). A clear delineation be-
tween layers is apparent from the side views of the boundaries between
bottom and middle layers of numerically formed unreinforced NS10F0
and fibre reinforced NS10F05 samples in Fig. 7. Relative to the average
void ratio value, the increase of the calculated void ratio in the vicinity
of the boundaries between the layers is higher for the loose sample and
lower for the dense one. However, for one sample density, this increase
is much higher at the boundary between the bottom and the middle
layer than at the boundary between the middle layer and the top one
(Fig. 6). As also observed by Beckett and Augarde (2011), no densifi-
cation (or over-compaction) of the previously formed layers with the
compaction of the top layers is noticeable.

The distributions of the void ratio in the horizontal direction for
each one of the numerical samples NS08F0, NS09F03 and NS10F05 and
for each successive formed layer are also shown in Fig. 6 (right hand
side figures). For all configurations, the density in the central part of the
samples appears to be uniform but lower (higher void ratio than the
average) at the boundaries, adjacent to the rigid vertical walls. The
higher void ratio near the boundaries can be related to a wall type effect
on the granular fabric, as previously observed in different experimental
and numerical studies (Suzuki et al., 2008; Camenen et al., 2013;
Huang et al., 2014; Soriano et al., 2017). For a granular material and a
vertical sample wall, the distance from the wall over which the local
fabric is affected was estimated to be about 4–5 average particle size
diameters (Suzuki et al., 2008). In these simulations, this distance is of
the order of 10mm, which represents about 3 mean size particle dia-
meters. For one sample, the distribution of the void ratio in the hor-
izontal direction does not seem to be affected by the sample layering
formation process.

6. Micro-scale observations

6.1. Granular matrix level

Examples of the velocity fields of particles during tamping at the
peak of the compaction force as recorded in the numerical simulations
are shown in Fig. 8 for three stages: first and second tamping conducted
with the one-quarter sample surface tamper and the fifth tamping stage
performed with the whole surface rigid plate. Fig. 8a refers to the very
loose unreinforced sample, NS10F0, while the effect of the fibres is
depicted for the case of the very loose fibre reinforced sample,
NS10F05, in Fig. 8b. In these figures, clear blue colour particles signify
a stationary state, no movement of the particles. As can be observed, for
both samples, the first tamping results in some extensive movement of
particles both underneath (over a depth about twice the tamper side-
length for the unreinforced sample) and on the lateral side of the
tamper, well into the non-directly compacted zones (Beckett and
Augarde, 2011). The second tamping stage shows similar patterns, as
expected, and some disturbance of the particles in the previously
compacted area also occurs. However, in both compaction stages, the
volume of the displaced particles (especially the lateral particles) is
much more restrained in the fibre reinforced sample than in the un-
reinforced one. Plate loading tests on fibre reinforced sand by Consoli
et al. (2003) and Consoli et al. (2009) showed that the expansion of the
sand outside the loading plate area is drastically reduced because of the
fibre reinforcement. As a consequence, the inclusion of fibres resulted
in a radical change in the failure mechanisms compared with the un-
reinforced soil. Concerning the final tamping stage, again, at the peak of
the compaction force, the particles near the rigid plate of the reinforced
sample are more affected than the bottom half when compared with the
unreinforced sample.

These observations can also be corroborated with the corresponding
developed force chains in the matrix particles (Fig. 9). The force

Fig. 5. Average normalised energy usage for different combinations of densities
and fibre contents shown with their standard deviation: (a) experiment; (b)
numerical DEM simulation.
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Fig. 6. Computed distribution of void ratio over the height (left) and in the horizontal direction (right) at the end of first layer formation, end of second layer
formation and end of sample formation for (a) NS08F0; (b) NS09F03; (c) NS10F05 numerical samples.
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Fig. 7. Detail of the boundary between the first layer and the second layer for two numerical DEM samples: unreinforced sample (left) and fibre reinforced sample
(right).

Fig. 8. Velocity field at peak compressive stress during 1st, 2nd and 5th tamping stages for: (a) unreinforced NS10F0 and (b) reinforced NS10F05 samples.
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particle chains for the initial (first) and final (fifth) tamping stages of
the unreinforced sample NS10F0 (Fig. 9a and b, respectively) show a
denser and finer network than for the equivalent tamping stages of the
reinforced sample NS10F05 (Fig. 9c and d). The extent of the force
chain network is much more restrained and localised to the tamping
device for the fibre reinforced sample. The reaction forces developed
during tamping are higher and higher energy is required to compact the
reinforced material.

6.2. Fibre level

For each numerically formed fibre reinforced samples, the averaged
tensile stress computed for all the bond contacts within the fibres de-
veloped during all the successive five tamping stages for each layer -
bottom, middle and top - are plotted in Fig. 10. Fig. 10a presents the
mobilised stress in the fibres for NS09F03, while Fig. 10b shows the
variation of the average stress for the NS10F05 sample. The vertical
dash lines demarcate the successive tamping stages. As a sign conven-
tion, a positive sign of the stress denotes a tensile stress, and as can be
observed mainly tensile stresses are developed in the fibres during the
layers' formation. The effect of the fibre content cannot be clearly iso-
lated from comparison between both Fig. 10a and b as the densities of
the granular matrix are not the same for these samples. However, while
the trends of the average fibre stresses for each layer seem to be con-
sistent for both samples, the magnitude of the mobilised stresses in the
fibres are lower for the NS10F05 sample which has more fibres and
fewer granular particles. For the bottom layers, the evolution of the
fibre stress in each tamping stage shows a dense succession of peaks and

troughs, with no clear patterns for the timing of occurrence of the
maximum peak values. An interesting observation can be made for the
middle-compacted layer: for both samples, in the first stage of the
compaction while the soil reaction is negligible (see Fig. 4), the average
fibre stress remains constant. Once the compaction advances, the mo-
bilised fibre stress first decreases (as consequence of the particle re-
arrangements and heave of previously compacted material), and then
increases up to the end of the tamping stage. The level of the average
stress increases with the tamping stages, while the maximum stress is
always recorded in the fifth (and final) stage towards the end of the
tamping. These maxima seem identical for both samples, but overall the
mobilised fibre tensile stress is clearly smaller in the very loose sample
with a higher number of fibres too. Consoli et al. (2005) showed that
the fibres are in tension even when the sample is undergoing com-
pressive volumetric strains induced by isotropic compression loading.
Similar observations can be made for the mobilised average fibre
stresses during the formation of the final layer. However, occasionally
the average fibre stress shows some compressive excursions, and this
can physically occur due to local particle fabric re-arrangements, as also
shown by Ibraim et al. (2006).

6.3. Fabric of matrix and fibre orientation distribution

Fig. 11a shows the 2D polar histogram representations of the dis-
tributions of the normal contacts for all the matrix particles of all the
numerical samples over horizontal X-Y and vertical X-Z planes at the
end of the sample formation. The rose diagrams describing the angular
distribution of the particle normal contacts in the horizontal plane are

Fig. 9. Development of the chain of forces at the peak of the compressive stress in: (a) NS10F0, 1st tamping stage; (b) NS10F0, 5th tamping stage; (c) NS10F05, 1st
tamping stage, and (d) NS10F05, 5th tamping stage.
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Fig. 10. Average stress mobilised in the fibres during the five successive tamping stages for each layer of the numerical samples: (a) NS09F03 and (b) NS10F05.
horizontal X-Y plane vertical X-Z plane.
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Fig. 11. (a) Distribution of the particle normal contacts with respect to the horizontal (X–Y) and vertical (Z–X) planes for the matrix of all fibre reinforced and
unreinforced numerical fully formed samples; (b) and (c) distribution of the particle normal contacts with respect to the horizontal (X–Y) and vertical (Z–X) planes for
the particles forming the fibres in all three sample layers: (b) before compaction and (c) after compaction. Figures (b) and (c) provide the distribution of fibre
orientations.
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perfectly symmetric about the vertical Z-axis, as expected for an axi-
symmetry fabric property. A slight anisotropy, induced by the vertical
tamping process of the distribution of the contact orientations, is visible
in the Z direction, and this is perfectly consistent for all the samples,
whether very loose of dense, as well as unreinforced or fibre reinforced.

The structure of a granular system can be examined using the radial
distribution function, g(r), which gives the possibility of identifying the
formation of ordered packing, as proposed by Silbert et al. (2002):

=

−g r dn( ) /[N( N 1)]
V/4r²dr (1)

where N and V are the number of particles and total volume of the
sample, respectively, and dn is the number of pairs of particle centres
situated at a distance between r and r + dr. Fig. 12 shows the variation
of the radial distribution function for the matrix phase and for all the
numerically formed samples. For all the sample configurations, and
independent of their densities and fibre content, the correlations are
clearly centred on the mean particle diameter, dmean, while the at-
tenuation of the amplitude from this peak indicates no ordered packing
detection.

The study of the normal contacts between the particles forming the
fibres provides an indication of the distribution of the fibre orientation
throughout the fibre reinforced samples. Fig. 11b shows the 2D polar
histogram representations of the distributions of the normal contacts for
all the fibres of the numerical samples over the horizontal X-Y and
vertical X-Z planes before compaction and formation of the layers,
while Fig. 11c presents the distributions of the normal over the same
planes at the end of the sample formation. Before compaction, the
distributions of the fibre orientation are random and symmetric in both
the X-Y and vertical X-Z planes (Fig. 11b). This symmetry is conserved
in X-Y plane following the sample formation. However, a slight aniso-
tropy of orientations (independent of fibre content and sample density)
seems to occur with the sample formation process, with a vertical
alignment of the fibres. This seems in contradiction with the conclu-
sions of the studies of fibre orientation distribution resulted from fab-
rication like moist tamping on laboratory samples by Diambra et al.
(2007) and Ibraim et al. (2012), which show a rather sub-horizontal
fibre orientation distribution. However, it must be emphasised that the
formation of the numerical samples does not include the mixing and
deposition stages as in the experimental studies. Therefore these results
seem to suggest that in practice both the mixing and mixture deposition
phases are controlling the fibre orientation distribution and not the way
in which the final compaction of the mixture stage is conducted. Ibraim

et al. (2012) and Soriano et al. (2017) showed that the fibre orientation
distributions of fibre reinforced laboratory samples resulting from two
different fabrication methods, moist tamping and vibration of the entire
material, are similar. In both fabrication methods, the mixing and
mixture deposition phases were identical.

7. Conclusion

This paper has investigated the aspects related to the energy re-
quired for the compaction phase of unreinforced and fibre reinforced
samples formed in laboratory. The experimental determination of the
energy required for the compaction stage of sample fabrication has
been complemented by numerical DEM simulations of compacted
counterpart analogue granular samples to gain further insight into the
response to tamping and sample formation of both individual granular
matrix and fibre phases. The research study has led to the following
conclusions:

• Although fibres show resistance to compaction, and for a given mass
of dry sand and a given sample volume more compaction energy
would be necessary for the construction of samples with higher fibre
contents, in practice it may appear more appropriate to replace a
dense sand with a less dense one but reinforced with fibres. The
assessment of the compaction energy required to construct three
different samples with similar strength properties - one medium
dense unreinforced and two, loose and very loose, reinforced with
0.3% and 0.5% of fibres, respectively - showed that the normalised
energy decreases with the decrease in density and increase in fibre
content. In these conditions, for the construction of real scale geo-
technical systems, soil strengthening using fibres as opposed to soil
densification may require less compaction energy.

• The results from the parallel numerical DEM study of unreinforced
and fibre reinforced analogue granular samples corroborate well the
experimental findings on the energy consumption during compac-
tion stages, showing similar tendencies. In addition, it was shown
that for a given granular density, more energy is required when fi-
bres are added.

• As observed by other studies, the distribution of the density within
individual layers and from one layer to another induced by moist
tamping is not uniform. Effects of the vertical sample wall and
compaction device on the density were observed on the numerical
simulations.

• Results of DEM simulations suggest that the presence of fibres re-
duces the volume of displaced particles during each tamping stage,
while the particle force contact network is much more restrained
and localised at the tamping device interface. The density of the
particle force chains is lower for the reinforced samples than the
unreinforced one.

• DEM simulations reveal that during tamping process, the fibres are
mobilised in tension. The tensile stresses in fibres vary during the
tamping stage and larger tensile stresses are mobilised at the end of
the compaction stage.

• The angular distribution of the matrix particle normal contacts does
not seem to be affected by the presence of fibres compared with
unreinforced material and no ordered packing formation was de-
tected on both unreinforced and fibre reinforced sample. The dis-
tribution of the fibre orientation assessed from the numerical si-
mulations and its comparison with previous experimental results
appear to suggest that the fibre orientation is mainly controlled by
the mixing and deposition phases of the mixtures rather than the
formation stage (compaction or vibration).

While this research retains a fundamental nature, the extrapolation
of the results and conclusions to the real scale of geotechnical systems
would require further and specific research.

Fig. 12. Pair correlation function g(r) (equation (1)) computed for the matrix in
the whole formed numerical samples (all five fibre reinforced and unreinforced
samples).
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